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Abstract: Encryption is widely used to ensure the security and confidentiality of information. Because
people trust in encryption technology, a series of attack methods based on certificates have been de-
rived. Malicious certificates protect many malicious behaviors and threaten data security. To counter
this threat, machine learning algorithms are widely used in malicious certificate detection. However,
the detection efficiency of such algorithms largely depends on whether the extracted features can
effectively represent the data. In contrast, graph convolutional networks (GCNs) can automatically
extract useful features. GCNs are powerful at fitting graph data, which can improve the effectiveness
of learning systems by efficiently embedding prior knowledge in an end-to-end manner. In this paper,
we propose an algorithm for detecting malicious digital certificates with GCNs. Firstly, we transform
the digital certificate dataset with pem document structure into a corpus of graph structure based on
attribute co-occurrence and document attribute relations. Then, we put the graph structure certificate
dataset into a GCN for training. The results of the experiment show that GCN is very effective in
certificate classification and outperforms traditional machine learning algorithms and extant neural
network algorithms. The accuracy of our algorithm to detect malicious certificates is 97.41%. This
shows that our algorithm is very effective.

Keywords: cyber security; digital certificates; graph convolutional networks; data of the graph structure

1. Introduction

As digitization plays an increasingly important role in people’s lives, security of
data and information during transmission has become an important issue. Encryption is
widely used to protect the privacy of data as a technique to prevent data leakage. Because
information is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks during data transmission, HTTPS
protocol is proposed to protect the security and stability of information communication,
where SSL and TLS are encrypted communication frameworks. SSL, which is based on the
HTTP standard and encrypts data transmitted by TCP, is a protocol layer on top of the TCP
protocol and under HTTPS. TLS is an upgraded version of SSL and more secure. Certificate
are a digitally signed document used in SSL/TLS protocol to verify identity. They are
used to identify each participant in Internet interactions and to protect the confidentiality
of information, the certainty of identity, the non-repudiation of transactions as well as
the non-repudiation. To a certain extent, certificates reduce the possibility of users being
attacked, but they also become a tool for attackers to carry out their attacks, causing great
harm to the network. Certificates have also become increasingly important to protect users
from cyber attacks.

The Computer Science Research Institute (CSRI) [1] has revealed information about
stolen digitally signed certificates being sold and software’s digital signature certificates be-
ing modified. In these ways, the attacker makes such certificates undetectable by browsers,
allowing the malware to bypass the antivirus software and carry out the attack. Hackers
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can use the CA certificates and private keys that they have obtained to issue fake certificates,
perform SSL hijacking and listen to HTTPS traffic. According to the Anti-Phishing Working
Group (APWG) [2] report on phishing activity trends for the third quarter of 2021, 90%
of phishing websites use free DV certificates (such as those issued by Cpanel and Let’s
Encrypt, which do not require user authentication, only the domain name). Malware also
often uses certificates to communicate with Command Control servers to avoid detection
by traffic analysis tools. The SSL blacklist exposes numerous X.509 certificates. Because
malicious certificates protect many phishing sites, they do a huge amount of damage to
networks. The question of how to protect users from cyber attacks is becoming more and
more important.

Although the certificate format is standardized, there are differences between cer-
tificates, and they are not structured data. When machine learning is used to classify
certificates, the features of the certificates need to be extracted through feature engineering.
However, a GCN does not need to use feature engineering methods to extract features [3–7].
It extracts features from the dataset automatically. Our Cert GCN model is based on an
improved Text GCN [8–10] that allows the Cert GCN to convert a pem-structured certificate
dataset into a graph-structured form, and then use the GCN to detect malicious digital
certificates. In this paper, a GCN algorithm for detecting malicious digital certificates is
proposed. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the algorithm is 97.41% for
malicious certificates and 93.01% for benign certificates. The contributions of this paper are
as follows:

• We design a rules-based method for extracting certificate attributes from documents
to build a corpus of certificates. The advantage of this approach is that all useful infor-
mation in certificates is extracted, saving time in constructing a corpus of certificates,
and the constructed corpus of certificates is more comprehensive.

• The certificate graph is constructed by describing the unstructured certificate dataset
with a heterogeneous graph. We extract the nodes of the graph and the relationship be-
tween nodes from the certificate corpus to construct a graph structure of the certificate
that can better represent the certificate data.

• Cert GCN is proposed to coordinate and integrate heterogeneous information in
certificate graphs. We use Cert GCN to detect malicious digital certificates and find
that the accuracy is very high, up to 97.41%.

• We conduct experiments on the certificate dataset and compare the results with other
models to prove the effectiveness of Cert GCN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe previous
efforts and results in malicious certificate detection. In Section 3, we propose Cert GCN
for detecting malicious certificates. In Section 4, we describe our experimental procedure
and results. Our experiments include the experimental setting, the dataset, the experiment
design, and the analysis of the experimental results. Eventually, the conclusions of the
work in this paper are discussed in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Traditional research on malicious certificate detection has focused on feature extraction
and detection algorithms. We describe related work in more detail below.

2.1. Malicious Certificate Feature Extraction

Extracted certificate features play a very important role in the detection of malicious
certificates, and the results of malicious certificate detection algorithms depend heavily
on whether the extracted features can describe the data well. Feature extraction of digital
certificates is either by manual methods or by using expert rules to extract valid fields.
Manual methods of extracting features [11,12] obtain features directly from certificates,
digitizing features with one-hot encoding [13], implementing discrete data vectorization
with CLE, or processing data to get features with TF-IDF [14]. To address the shortcom-
ings of manual feature extraction, tools for extracting features through expert rules were
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designed and implemented. Jiaxin Li et al. designed and employed the VFE [15] method
for certificate verification and feature extraction; the VFE extracts features through four
parts: base analysis, criteria checking, certificate chain construction, and certificate chain
verification. The extracted features were put into classical machine learning models and
ensemble learning models for training. The ultimate result is that the ensemble learning
model has better results for malicious certificate detection. Dong et al. [16] designed and
implemented a certificate detection system containing a certificate downloader, a feature
extractor, a classification actuator, and a decision-making section. The feature extractor
uses expert knowledge to extract features in this system. This method is easier and less
time-consuming, but blacklist expansion is time-consuming and tedious.

2.2. Malicious Certificate Detection Algorithm

There are two main types of detection algorithms: one is based on blacklisting mali-
cious digital certificates and the other is based on machine learning [13,17] for malicious
digital certificate detection. Ibrahim Ghafr et al. [18] proposed a malicious SSL certificate de-
tection module (MSSLD) in response to APT attacks. It detects APT command and control
(C&C) communication of malicious SSL certificate blacklists by matching the blacklist with
a certificate or IP. This method is easier and less time-consuming, but the blacklist update
is time-consuming and tedious. To solve this problem, it has been proposed that machine
learning [19–21] be applied for malicious certificate detection. Akanchha et al. [22] pro-
posed a system for automatically detecting phishing website systems using key attributes
of SSL certificates. It uses different machine learning algorithms to do research utilizing
extracted SSL certificate features and found that the decision-tree algorithm achieved better
classification accuracy than others. Deep neural networks are also widely used in the
field of network security, such as malicious certificate detection, backdoor attacks [23–26],
and Android malware detection. Ivan Torroledo et al. [27] proposed a method that uses
deep neural networks to identify web-based malicious certificates. It successfully identifies
legitimate certificates and the malicious patterns used by attackers through the contents of
the TLS certificate. The features of SubjectPrincipal and IssuerPrincipal were encoded with
one-hot and trained by LSTM, and the results were fused with the other features extracted
after training in the Dense/Relu layer. The system had an accuracy of 94.87% for the identi-
fication of malware certificates and 88.64% for the identification of phishing certificates.

Although all these models achieve good classification results, they all require feature
engineering to extract the features of the certificate. Almost all features need to be identified
by industry experts and then the features are manually coded. Eventually, the model can
be trained to identify malicious certificates. The effectiveness of the model depends heavily
on how well the features describe the data, which leads to the limitations of traditional
machine learning methods. This problem is addressed by GCNs [28], which attempt to
learn features in the data by themselves, significantly reducing the cost of feature discovery.
GCNs achieve the best performance available for the node classification task, and they
are also able to effectively take advantage of structural information of neighbors while
retaining low-frequency signals. Jie Lu et al. [29] applied graph attention mechanism
networks to website fingerprinting, using a GCN to learn intra-process and inter-process
features. His work further demonstrates the advantages of GCNs over traditional machine
learning methods.

3. Method

In this section, we describe how a GCN algorithm can be used to detect malicious
digital certificates. To begin with, we explain the process of certificate data pre-processing,
and then we describe how the data can be used to detect malicious certificates in GCN.
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3.1. Data Pre-Processing
3.1.1. SSL/TLS Certificate

The digital certificate is an unencrypted file with a public encryption key that contains
organizational details about the certificate owner and the encryption key. The format of
the certificate is defined by the X.509 standard. X.509 certificates play an important role
in encrypting data transmission between two parties under the HTTPS protocol. X.509
is a signed data structure that binds a public key to a person, computer, or organization
and is used in many Internet protocols, including SSL/TLS [30,31]. X.509 is also complex
in terms of structure and syntax. Each certificate consists of a sequence of three required
fields: tbcertificate, SignatureAlgorithm, and SignatureValue. The first part, the tbcertificate,
contains the subject, the publisher, and other basic information. Compared to Version 1
certificates, Version 2 certificates have added the SubjectUniqueID (subject unique identifier)
and trusteduniqueid (issuer unique identifier) fields. In addition, extended fields have
been added to the Version 3 certificate. The second part, SignatureAlgorithm, contains
the identifier of the signature algorithm used by the certificate authority (CA) to sign
the certificate. The third part, SignatureValue, records the digital signature calculated
on TBcertificate. In a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), certificates are usually organized
together with their issuer into a certificate chain. The structure of the X.509 certificate is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. X.509 certificate structure.

3.1.2. Data Preprocessing

Using a rules-based entity extraction approach, we build a heterogeneous certificate
graph containing certificate attribute nodes and certificate document nodes. The original
dataset for constructing the heterogeneous graph uses benign and malicious certificates
(both in pem format). The benign certificates come from the top one million website ranking
files from Alexa [32]. The certificate fingerprints of the malicious certificates are obtained
from abuse.ch [33]. We search for malicious certificates with SHA1 values corresponding
to the fingerprints of previously identified malware certificates. Then, we decrypt the
certificate using the openSSL toolkit to obtain X.509 standard structured certificate data. We
put all the data into the corpus and tag each piece of data. The next step is data cleaning,
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and finally, feature values in the certificates are extracted from each certificate’s data by a
python script that stores the feature values in a new corpus.

3.2. Certificate Graph Convolutional Networks (Cert GCN)

Since we wish to use the graph structure to represent the certificate dataset, which
contains many discrete pem structure files, all of these certificate documents are packaged
into a corpus of certificates, represented in graphical structure. To facilitate the study, this
paper gives a formal definition of the structure of a certificate graph, which consists of
edges of certificate nodes and certificate nodes.

Theorem 1. Gcert is a certificate graph that is composed of nodes, edges, and the adjacency matrix.
It is formulated as Gcert = (V, E, Ã), where V = (Vattribute, Vdocument) and Ã = A + I.

Where Vattribute is the set of certificate attributes, and Vdocument is the set of document names.
E represents the relationship between nodes (document-to-attribute and attribute-to-attribute). The
certificate graph structure is described in terms of the adjacency matrix Ã where A is constructed
from the relationships between nodes and edges, and I stands for the identity matrix, which is added
for each node to solve the problem of its own information loss.

We detect malicious certificates using a GCN. To facilitate the study of GCNs for the
detection of malicious digital certificates, we define the formula for Cert GCN.

Theorem 2. Cert GCN refers to a GCN based on certificate documents and is used for malicious digi-
tal certificate detection. Z represents a two-layer Cert GCN, where Z = linear(BReLU(BXW0)W1).

Where B = D−
1
2 ÃD−

1
2 , Ã is the adjacency matrix mentioned in Theorem 1, D is the degree

matrix of A (Dii = ∑j Aij), and X is the input layer representation feature matrix. Each node i has
feature xi. The characteristic matrix of a node can be represented by the matrix XN×M , where N
is the number of nodes and M denotes the number of features per node. W0 is the weight matrix
for the first layer and W1 is the weight matrix for the second layer. The first layer of the activation
function is ReLU. The second layer is the linear activation function.

In this paper, we constructed a dataset of certificate graph structures and put the
dataset into the GCN layer. Each layer of the network consists of a convolutional layer, an
activation function layer, and a dropout layer. The first layer of the activation function is
ReLU. The second layer is the linear activation function. The constructed Cert GCN model
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of Cert GCN.

The flowchart for malicious digital certificate detection is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Malicious digital certificate detection flowchart.

4. Experimental Method
4.1. Experimental Environment

The software framework for use in the experiments was TensorFlow 2.6. The environ-
ment is established on a computer with the Windows 10 operating system and 8G of RAM.
The code is edited using the Python 3.8 toolkit and the Anaconda integrated environment.
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4.2. Dataset

We use the openSSL toolkit to verify whether the collected certificate files fit the X.509
certificate format standard so that the data can be cleaned [14]. The number of malicious and
benign certificates changes after the cleaning, as shown in Table 1. Through using features
of the certificate by means of rules-based entity extraction, we build a heterogeneous
certificate graph containing certificate attribute nodes and certificate document nodes, and
the features are described as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Sample size of the dataset.

Benign Certificates Malicious Certificates

Before decryption 14,388 2267
After decryption 6438 1623

Table 2. Sample features from certificates.

Feature Description

Version Version information of the certificate.

Signature Algorithm
The signature algorithm of the certificate, the

algorithm used to obtain the signature,
corresponds to the OID.

Issuer
The issuer of the certificate, which generally
adopts X.500 format, usually contain fields

such as CN, O, L, S, C, E, G and OU.

Validity Not Before The start date of the certificate validity period.

Validity Not After The expiration date of the certificate
validity period

Subject
The identifiable name of the certificate owner,
generally with fields such as CN, O, L, S, C, E

and G.

Public Key Algorithm Public key signing algorithm for certificates.

RSA Public-Key Public key encryption key for certificates—RSA

X509v3 Authority Key Identifier The authorization key identifier for
the certificate.

X509v3 Subject Key Identifier The key identifier of the certificate subject.

X509v3 Subject Alternative Name Optional name of certificate user.

X509v3 Extended Key Usage Extended key usage.

X509v3 Certificate Policies Certificate strategy.

Authority Information Access

Authorizer information access for certificates,
including the URL of the certificate authority

and the URL of the online certificate
status protocol.

X509v3 CRL Distribution Points URL information for the CRL
distribution point.

X509v3 Key Usage: Critical Key usage of the certificate.

X509v3 Basic Constraints: Critical Whether the certificate is a CA certificate.

CT Precertificate SCTs Version Certificate transparency version.

CT Precertificate SCTs Timestamp Certificate transparency timestamp.

CT Precertificate SCTs Signature Signature algorithm for certificate transparency
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4.3. Evaluation Indicator

In this paper, the effectiveness of the model is evaluated by accuracy, recall, and F1
value. The accuracy formula is Accuracy = TP+TN

TP+FN+FP+TN . The formula for the recall rate
is Recall = TP

TP+FN . The F1 formula is F1 = 2Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall .

4.4. Experiment Design

The certificate corpus is obtained by pre-processing. The heterogeneous graph is
constructed by using the extracted features and certificate document names as graph nodes
in the certificate graph structure dataset. The weight between certificate document nodes
and feature nodes is determined by the TF-IDF of the feature in the pem document, where
TF is the frequency of the word in the document and IDF is the index of the inverse text
frequency. The calculation formulas are as follows:

t fi,j =
ni,j

∑k nk,j
(1)

id fi = lg
|D|

|j : ti ∈ dj|
(2)

t f id fi,j = t fi,j × id fi (3)

The relationship between two feature nodes is represented by the mutual information
of the nodes. PMI [10] is a common metric for word association, and the formula for PMI is
as follows:

PMI(i, j) = log
p(i, j)

p(i)p(j)
(4)

p(i, j) =
#W(i, j)

#W
(5)

p(i) =
#W(i)

#W
(6)

#W(i) represents the number of nodes i contained in the sliding window in the corpus,
and #W(i, j) represents the number of nodes i and j contained in the sliding window in the
corpus. #W represents the number of sliding windows in the corpus. These are the formulas
for calculating PMI. The positive value of PMI indicates a high similarity of words in the
corpus, while a negative value indicates low similarity. The weight of the edge between the
node and itself is 1. The rest of the nodes have a weight of 0. The adjacency matrix of the
certificate graph is then constructed. For the certificate GCN, the convolutional embedding
size of the first layer was 200, the number of training sessions was set to 200, the learning
rate was set to 0.005, dropout was set to 0.5, and weight decay was set to 5× 10−4.

4.5. Experimental Results

Comparing Cert GCN with Text GCN, the difference is that Cert GCN constructs graph
certificate datasets using the attributes of the certificates and the names of the certificate
documents as nodes, whereas Text GCN processes certificate datasets by constructing the
corpus using the words in the certificate file and the certificate documents as nodes. They
also use different activation functions and have different learning rates. Figures 4 and 5
depict the accuracy of the training and validation sets of Cert GCN and Text GCN [10],
respectively, applied to malicious and benign certificates.
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Figure 4. Classification accuracy of Cert GCN model on the training set and validation set of certificates.

Figure 5. Classification accuracy of Text GCN model on the training set and validation set of certificates.

As the line graph shows, Cert GCN is 8% more accurate than Text GCN at the point at
which the training set has the highest accuracy. Cert GCN is 4% more accurate than Text
GCN at the point of highest validation set accuracy. In Cert GCN, the accuracy of the test
set is close to 99%, the accuracy of the validation set is close to 95%, and the model is more
stable. In Text GCN, the highest accuracy is 92% in the test set and 91% in the validation
set, but the model is not yet stable, and there is an upward trend in the accuracy of the
model. The fitting speed of Text GCN is slower than that of Cert GCN and the accuracy is
not as high as that of Cert GCN. Figures 6 and 7 show the visualization of certificate node
classification after training the model.
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Figure 6. Visual classification of certificate documents by Cert GCN, in which yellow points are
malicious certificate nodes and blue points are benign certificate nodes.

Figure 7. Visual classification of certificate attributes by Cert GCN. Different colors in the figure
represent different documents, and each point represents an attribute of the document. There are
8061 digital certificate files in total.

Tables 3 and 4 compare the evaluation of Cert GCN and Text GCN for detecting
malicious and benign certificates. Figure 8 depicts the accuracy, recall, and F1 values of
Cert GCN and Text GCN for malicious certificate classification. The diagram shows Cert
GCN is 3.86% more accurate than Text GCN, and Cert GCN has 16.05% higher recall and
13.05% higher F1 than Text GCN. Figure 9 depicts the results of the two algorithms for
benign certificate detection. The figure shows Cert GCN is 3.42% more accurate than Text
GCN, and Cert GCN has 0.46% higher recall and 2.085% higher F1 than Text GCN. Cert
GCN achieves good classification results.
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Table 3. Evaluation of model results of malicious certificate detection by Cert GCN and Text GCN.

Model Accuracy Recall F1

Cert GCN 97.41% 69.75% 81.29%
Text GCN 93.55% 53.70% 68.24%

Table 4. Evaluation of model results of benign certificate detection by Cert GCN and Text GCN.

Model Accuracy Recall F1

Cert GCN 92.89% 99.53% 96.10%
Text GCN 89.47% 99.07% 94.02%

Figure 8. Accuracy, recall, and F1 values for Cert GCN and Text GCN malicious certificate classifiers.

Figure 9. Accuracy, recall, and F1 values for Cert GCN and Text GCN benign certificate classifiers.

In this paper, the accuracy of Cert GCN is compared with that of SVM, KNN, MLP,
LSTM, NB, and Text GCN. We find that the accuracy of Cert GCN is better than that of
all these other algorithms, and Cert GCN achieves 97.41% accuracy in detecting malicious
certificates. The model with the lowest prediction accuracy is NB, which has an accuracy of
85.42%, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 10.
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Table 5. Accuracy of different models for malicious certificate detection.

Cert
GCN

Text
GCN SVM KNN MLP LSTM NB

Accuracy 97.41% 93.55% 96.53% 95.10% 93.21% 93.72% 85.42%

Figure 10. Accuracy of various algorithms in predicting malicious certificates.

We found that Cert GCN does not perform better with more layers in classification
compared with other neural networks. On the contrary, the more layers of Cert GCN
convolution layer used, the lower the accuracy rate. Two-layer Cert GCN is the best for
malicious certificate detection. There are also different results in the training process using
different learning rates. If the learning rate is too large, the network will not converge and
will hover around the optimal value. If the learning rate is too small, the network will
converge too slowly and will fall into local extreme value convergence and not find the
real solution. Experiments show that a learning rate of 0.005 works best. The maximum
Chebyshev polynomial degree is set to 5, with a decrease in accuracy below and above 5.
Dropout works best with a value of 0.5.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new approach to malicious certificate detection (Cert GCN).
The certificate dataset is processed by using certificate attributes and certificate documents
as nodes of the graph and using attribute co-occurrence information as edges between
nodes. We construct a heterogeneous graph for the certificate corpus. Cert GCN transforms
the certificate detection problem into a node classification problem. A classification model
was constructed based on GCN. The experimental results show that Cert GCN outperforms
Text GCN and several other machine learning algorithms in terms of accuracy. Using Cert
GCN, we address the problem with machine learning algorithms being unable to handle
unstructured data and must therefore rely on whether the features extracted by feature
engineering can accurately represent the data.

However, with the emergence of new malicious certificates, there is a growing problem
of model degradation. There is still a space for improvement to enhance the accuracy of
detection. The certificate dataset is relatively small and has data imbalance problems. Im-
provement of future work can: (1) address the problem of model degradation in malicious
certificate detection by improving the model; (2) expand the dataset of benign and mali-
cious certificates to alleviate the problem of low data size and data imbalance; (3) introduce
other detection techniques of graph neural networks to improve the accuracy of malicious
certificate detection.
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